A social agent such as a receptionist or an escort robot encounters challenges when communicating with people in open areas. The agent must know not to react to distracting acoustic and visual events and it needs to appropriately handle situations that include multiple humans, being able to to focus on active interlocutors and appropriately shift attention based on the context. We describe a multiparty interaction agent that helps multiple users arrange a common activity. From the user study we conducted, we found that the agent can discriminate between active and inactive interlocutors well by using the skeletal and azimuth information. Participants found the addressee much clearer when an animated talking head was used.
Introduction
When more than two people engage in a human-human conversation, they seamlessly communicate and sense who is speaking, who desires to speak, and who is simply listening. This phenomenon is referred to as conversation management in a multiparty scenario. Both verbal and non-verbal cues enable efficient conversation management. In a typical multiparty conversation, participants share a common floor of speech and take turns one at a time to address the floor or a particular addressee. Humans not only show efficient floor management skills but also conform to norms such as politeness and social-role in such situations. On the other hand, imagine a situation with one of the participants being an artificial agent (robot). Here, the problem of floor/conversation management escalates.
[1] presented issues that arise in such a situation. They discussed the issues related to a) Participant roles b) Interaction management and c) Grounding and Obligations. Based on these issues, we address three research questions 1) How does an agent determine the roles of different participants? 2) When is appropriate for the agent to take/release the floor? 3) How does an agent communicate (and ground) its understanding of floor and conversation dynamics?
The dynamics of a multiparty conversation are distinct from a two-way conversation (or dialog).
[2] proposed special conversation acts called hearer and speech acts. They argue that the traditional definition of a speech act only explains the act of a speaker addressing (assert, promise or apologize) an addressee. Here the assumption is that all addressees are hearers. But, in a multiparty conversation all hearers i.e., all listening participants are not necessarily addressees.
From a computational perspective, we can define conversation as an act that encompasses multiple dialogs with shared or distinct goals with interlocutors who share the floor by taking turns. In a conversation, an agent either jointly informs or requests while addressing all the participants. Whereas in a dialog, an agent only communicates with a particular addressee while all other participants assume the hearer role.
Detecting active participants in a conversation is challenging because one can join or leave the conversation anytime. An agent should keep track of who might engage in a conversation and who has disengaged from a conversation. In addition, it should maintain topic congruity with the active participants on the floor. Therefore, it should decide whether to include or exclude a non-participant in the middle of an active conversation. [3] found that rule-based addressee detection methods are comparable to that of supervised statistical methods such as bayesian networks on a mulitmodal meeting corpus. Gaze patterns, speech, and gesture [4] [5] were found to have predictive power to build addressee detection models. Combining different multimodal inputs compensate for the drawbacks of individual modalities. In our work, we use skeleton and auditory information generated by a Microsoft Kinect[6] to tackle the attention detection problem.
Once the conversation is active, the agent needs to constantly monitor who has the floor and who might get the floor. If the agent makes a request for the floor, it needs to know and monitor how many participants may take the floor before it get its turn. [7] have proposed a heuristic turn-taking policy in a multiparty scenario in a social setting. Such a policy sets up a default behavior for the system and is helpful until the system acquires sufficient data to learn a decision model through interactions.
Since conversation dynamics are complex, an agent should effectively convey its understanding of the dynamics to everyone else in the conversation. In a dialog, an agent only needs to communicate whether or not it understood the user's utterance. In a multiparty conversation, it should also communicate its own understanding of the floor ownership. This helps the participants to take their turn and open up the floor in a timely fashion. An animated talking head or a face has been a norm for embodied agents [8] . Both robotic heads and projection on 2D flat panels have been used as a solution to non-verbal communication, although [9] argue that in multiparty scenario, projections on 2D panels are insufficient to convey which user is being addressed. Instead, they propose a 3D animated back-projected avatar with a mechanical tilt-able neck. In this work, we use animated line-drawings as a 2D talking head. We conducted user studies to investigate its efficacy in turn-taking and state transparency.
In this work, we describe a new framework for multiparty conversation management for an agent in a social settings. This framework tries to address the three fundamental challenges described above. The agent detects the active participants with the help of skeletal and audio sensory information and engages them in conversation. Then, it uses this sensory information and the current conversation state to actively monitor which participant has the floor. With the help of verbal and non-verbal cues (gaze), it conveys its belief of floor
